WELCOME GREATER EXPERIENCES.

Find yourself in a place where style and eco-friendly thinking exist harmoniously, where excitement meets serenity, where business and pleasure mix comfortably.
At the center of the most exciting city in the world stands ARIA Resort & Casino, a triumph of design inspiring an appreciation of art and architecture. The concept of intelligent luxury comes alive here—beauty, comfort and innovation with a purpose. This philosophy is central to the entire ARIA vision—delivering services important to you while conserving our natural resources.
GOOD NIGHT? TRY GREAT NIGHT.

ACCOMMODATIONS AS BRILLIANT AS YOU

To stay at ARIA is to begin every morning with a fresh outlook. The interior spaces are just as innovative as the exterior architecture. After the curtains part upon entry, one can set preferences for lighting, temperature or a favorite morning show for meeting the new day. Custom beds and linens ensure a restful sleep, and the contemporary décor, combining recycled materials and luxurious amenities, indulges the need to be pampered.

The floor-to-ceiling windows in every guestroom and suite deliver natural light and spectacular mountain and city views. ARIA’s suites offer experiences to satisfy a variety of needs, such as separate parlors and bedrooms in Corner Suites or large parlors for entertaining and separate conference rooms in Executive Hospitality Suites. For VIP requests, the ARIA Sky Suites offer the ultimate in luxury with complimentary limousine airport transportation, a separate entrance to a personalized check-in experience, a lobby lounge and private elevators.
4,004 SOPHISTICATED ROOMS AND SUITES.
300,000 SQUARE FEET OF UNCONVENTIONAL SPACE.

Ballrooms, meeting rooms, boardrooms and pre-function areas encompassing 300,000 square feet are a short walk on the 2nd Level Promenade, easily accessed directly from the guestroom and suite elevators. Three levels of flexible space feature two registration desks with office space on each level. The four ballrooms range in size from 20,000 to 51,000 square feet, and three offer fully functioning theatrical stages. Multiple loading docks and drive-in ramps make setup and teardown efficient, and megavators provide convenient access for moving equipment to the upper levels.

Each level offers meeting rooms to complement the large ballrooms with additional breakouts to host smaller programs with requirements for 800 to 3,400 square feet. Two executive boardrooms are designed for intimate meetings with intricate presentation requirements such as video conferencing.
Imagine being surrounded by natural light, lush foliage and the energy of the sun. The ARIA convention space brings the outside in through a spectacular glass curtain wall spanning the entire north façade of the facility. Specially designed glass balances the benefits of natural sunlight by filtering the desert sunshine integral to a city that boasts over 300 sunny days a year. Beautiful desert plants appear to meander from the pool deck onto the first level meeting rooms creating rooftop gardens that elevate the senses and enhance the meeting experience.

ENVIRONMENTALLY CHIC.

Setting a new standard for responsible growth in Las Vegas, ARIA received LEED® Gold certification from the U.S. Green Building Council. To achieve a Gold rating for environmentally sound building design, the property utilizes recycled barn wood and wood from responsibly managed forests, advanced technology to attain a 30% improvement of energy efficiency and innovation to create the world’s first fleet of alternative-fuel limousines. From a near smoke-free casino to special parking for hybrid vehicles, ARIA incorporates the best in green thinking. Environmental consciousness is not limited to design, construction and transportation; ARIA received a 5 Keys rating from the Green Key Eco-Rating Program for its ongoing operational commitment to sustainability, an award bestowed on only 1% of the hotels rated.
WELL-PLANNED MEETINGS THAT ENHANCE YOUR WELL-BEING.

Within these walls, incredible technology takes production and execution to a new level with an extensive audiovisual inventory on site, HD broadcast cameras/projectors/switching systems and fiber-optic pathways throughout the entire convention facility. Our full line of theatrical lighting fixtures, built-in overhead audio system, digital consoles and technical staff will ensure a successful event. The full-service Business Services Center, conveniently located adjacent to the meeting space, provides comprehensive tools and assets.

But the true stars are the professional convention staff and concierge. This experienced, knowledgeable team anticipates the needs of each group and orchestrates a multitude of services and requests from group show tickets to restaurant reservations and any group requirements. Our convention concierge manages the on-site details ensuring that function rooms are set and refreshed and last-minute requests are handled with ease.

ARIA Resort & Casino proudly recommends MGM Resorts Events for a variety of event production, entertainment and décor needs. MGM Resorts Events is a full-service production studio that consistently exceeds our guests’ aspirations. This artistic team takes any vision and brilliantly creates a unique concept whether an event is an informal gathering or complex conference.
DO BUSINESS IN GREAT TASTE.

CONTINUE THE MEETING OVER DINNER
We understand that some of the most important business occurs outside the meeting room. At ARIA, we’ve assembled the most impressive list of restaurants, critically acclaimed chefs and inspired restaurateurs. You will experience enticing concepts from industry greats such as Jean-Georges Vongerichten, Michael Mina and Julian Serrano. Delight in authentic global cuisines at venues such as Carbone, Blossom and Lemongrass. James Beard Award-winning Chef Shawn McClain brings a fresh approach with his restaurants, Sage and Five50 Pizza Bar.

Temptations will be indulged at 16 dining establishments, including signature restaurants and casual dining that make ARIA rise to the top of Las Vegas’ culinary destinations.

Our sophisticated venues also offer private dining in exclusive settings, from intimate group events to a catered affair in our Executive Hospitality Suite.
AFTER YOU’VE EXERCISED THE MIND, LEAVE THE BODY AND SOUL TO US.

The Spas & Salon at ARIA offers a full complement of treatments and therapeutic benefits unavailable anywhere else in Las Vegas. Amenities include a Fireside Lounge across from the outdoor balcony pool and two impressive meditation rooms, the Ganbanyoku heated stone bed and Shio salt-infused rooms. Nature’s healing properties take center stage here, distancing guests from the cares of the world with ease.

There’s also a state-of-the-art Fitness Center where you’ll find the latest equipment, along with experts who will assess long-term goals to help implement a personal exercise regimen. From running and cycling to stretching and strength training to yoga and Pilates, guests are sure to find their favorite ways to get fit. Afterward, enjoy the stunning infinity-edge therapy pool with a view to the pool deck.
TONEIGHT’S
YOUR NIGHT.

After a long day of work, let ARIA bring your night to life with everything from quiet bars and lounges where you can relax with old friends to hip, trendy lounges and piano bars where you can make new ones.

YOUR JACKPOT IS WAITING.

ELEVATING CASINO GAMING

The innovative thinking behind ARIA meetings also extends to casino experiences. ARIA’s unique gaming floor layout and design elements let guests enjoy the energy and excitement of their favorite selections in a more warm and comfortable setting. The Poker Room at ARIA is designed for players—not too big and not too small—with intuitive service and the best food in Vegas just steps away from the action.
SHOPPING ABOVE ALL ELSE.

Shop among the world’s most exclusive retailers, dine on creations by world-renowned chefs and abandon oneself in a world of captivating experiences that continually inspire and amaze. Right next door to ARIA, The Shops at Crystals™ is a stunning experiential environment with approximately 500,000 square feet of illustrious shopping featuring the world’s most desired brands, including Tiffany & Co., Louis Vuitton and BVLGARI, many of them one-of-a-kind flagship stores. For even more shopping, there are a number of convenient and fashionable stores in ARIA.

UNEXPECTEDLY INDULGENT.

Consider many of the spaces in The Shops at Crystals at your command for specialty events. Hold receptions in the GALLERY, featuring works from renowned artist Dale Chihuly, view the acclaimed sculptures at The Art of Richard MacDonald presented by Cirque du Soleil or view the splendor of nature through photography at the Rodney Lough Jr. Wilderness Collections Gallery.
This masterful, centrally planned vision means an untold number of places to discover, all within a short walk—one being a Fine Art Collection befitting one of the world’s most exceptional destinations. This stunning fine art program includes captivating creations by some of the world’s most famous artists including Maya Lin, Claes Oldenburg, Henry Moore, Jenny Holzer and Nancy Rubins, among many others.

EXPERIENCES ARE OUR BUSINESS
As guests are transported mentally to greater places, physically getting around should be just as natural. Guests have easy access to public transportation, including buses and the ARIA Express tram, to reduce dependence on personal vehicles. The tram allows guests easy access to neighboring Bellagio® and Monte Carlo™ as well as Vdara® and The Shops at Crystals. Guests who drive hybrid and electric cars have access to preferred parking to encourage the use of alternative-fuel and low-emission vehicles.
ELEVATING EVERYONE’S BUSINESS.

Meet at ARIA Las Vegas and discover an entirely new standard for responsible and innovative business gatherings. When it’s time to come together, do it in a place that fluently speaks the language of intelligent business while anticipating all your needs, where inspiration happens naturally—a place where creative sparks fly with ease. At ARIA Resort & Casino, meeting and exceeding every expectation is our business.
FSC-certified products contribute to conservation, responsible management and community-level benefits for people near the forests that provide your paper.